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Movement conversation
Directions

•  This game can be undertaken with the whole group in a 
circle or in pairs. 

•  Find a movement and ‘throw’ it to a partner.

•  The partner ‘catches’ the movement, and allows it to 
transform in their body, then throws it back again. 

•  Using different body parts they can act out movements 
such as cradling, eating, shaking, etc.

•  Participants are encouraged not to stay with traditional 
‘ball game’ type movements of kicking and throwing but 
to use other body parts and other types of movements. 

•  Can also do this activity in a circle, passing movements 
around the circle.

When to use

When exploring communication, creativity, and expression. 
Also when group members feel safe enough to explore other 
forms of interacting (non-verbal) without becoming over-
anxious (e.g. becoming overly silly or constrained).

Therapeutic value

This game provides a non-verbal way of exploring 
communication, extending movement range, giving, 
receiving, sharing, creativity and engaging with another 
through a conversation in movement. This game can  

generate discussion around the following:

–  What happens, for example, if people ‘throw us  

their anger’? 

– What happens when people are gentle with us? 

–  What we do with other people’s energy in our interactions? 

–  Some interactions may be pleasant, others difficult and 

challenging. How do we cope with these in real life?

–  Did we transform the energy? Did we react to the energy? 

Did we ignore it?

Issues to be aware of

There may be some resistance to using creative and  
non-verbal expression. Some participants may feel 
embarrassed or threatened by mediums of communicating 
that are not language bound, so facilitators may need to  
build up to using activities that are more expressively playful 
and out of participants’ comfort zones.

Tree exercise
Directions

• Participants find a partner. 

•  Each partner stands as strong as they can, while their 

partner attempts to push them just enough to see how 

much they will fall off-balance before they can come back 

to balance in their centre again. 

• Swap roles. 

•  In the next round, the person standing is instructed  

to visualise they are a tree with roots going down from 

below their feet deep, deep into the ground. 

•  They keep imagining this while their partner tries to push 

them off-balance again. 

•  Swap roles. 

•  Talk about the differences in each stage and whether  

they felt stronger the second time around when they  

were visualising.

When to use

When participants are ‘ungrounded’, not present, or over-

excited and all over the place. When exploring themes of  

how we can support others and ourselves.

Therapeutic value

This is an immediate experiential exercise that can inform 

participants about their experiences of whether they feel 

stronger with a visualisation technique. The activity itself 

brings participants into their bodies and into the present.  

It can open up discussions around how we support ourselves 

and nurture ourselves, where our roots are, where our 

sunshine and water (nurturing) comes from.

Issues to be aware of

When partners attempt to push each other over it is through 

their torsos only and is only a gentle push. This needs to be 

demonstrated by facilitators and immediately attended to if 

participants are observed to be too rough or inappropriate.


